Dorm staff and campus events encourage community connection

BY MICHELLE RATINGER
Alumni Contributor

Dorm life is an experience that is hard to replicate anywhere but on campus. Calvin offers a unique experience of communal living, learning to live with people you have never met and finding the courage to fit into a community that is larger than the typical family. The dorm is where you really grow and learn about relationships and people, and the interactions there will shape how you change during your time in college.

In the first week or two of school, there will be an influx of new faces and a confusing mix of names that all hope to match to faces. There are a few people, however, that are especially kind. Resident Assistants on your floor and throughout the building are some of the most essential people, because they are the number one source information and support for you, particularly in the first few weeks of school. The RAs are more than just rule-keepers — they are fantastic and enthusiastic people who want to feel connected to you and the other residents of the hall, so remember these important people is good for you as well as for them.

One very important resource is the Activity Coordinator who will be planning events for the floor to help you meet and bond with the other residents on your floor and in your building. Activity Coordinators will organize floor outings, dates with other floors, and, depending on which dorm you reside in and what they have chosen for programming this year, weekly evening activities. Each dorm will have a dorm re-organized by the Activity Coordinator, and it’s a weekend that shouldn’t be missed.

The Barnabas Team organizes dorm worship and study sessions within the dorms. Both of these activities are wonderful ways to meet people in your dorm, and definitely worth looking into. Cultural Discerners (CD), Programming Assistants (PA), and Community Partnership Coordinators (CPC) also plan activities within the dorm, and attending their events is a fantastic way to make connections with the other students in the dorm.

Opportunities to meet other students on campus will not be few and far between. If you are an incoming freshman, Labor Day trips are a marvelous way to mingle with other students in your grade. The trips range from Craig's Cruisers to river tubing and Michigan Adventure. With some of these trips cost ten or fifteen dollars, they are a perfect way to have a great time and meet new people.

Fast approaching is Chaos Day, a riot of face paint, screaming, and intense amount of dorm pride. While standing on the sidelines and cheering on the other competitors in your dorm is fun, participating in the activities is the best way to really take advantage of the event.

Buck Fridays are another popular on-campus event where you can unwind and meet new people. Every Friday from Sept. 7 until Oct. 19, there will be an event either on or near campus snacking at its best. For more information, you can visit their Facebook page “Buck Friday” or www.buckfridays.com.

At the end of the day, the opportunities to meet people and develop relationships with people on your floor, in your dorm, and campus wide are there — it’s all about what activities you choose to participate in, when you choose to go and how excited you are to be meet people and create those relationships. The activities are already planned, carefully thought out, so that you can meet people and have an awesome time — all you need to do is attend.

Eating B-Quiv in the Fish House with Sufjan Stevens

Confused by all the jargon floating around Calvin? Our handy glossary illuminates tricky terms that was called the Covenant Fine Arts Center, but you were wrong. That’s the CFCAF. (As an aside, you’ll have even more fun if you pronounce such names phono-etically. Say ‘cafack’ out loud. You will enjoy yourself. That’s a promise.)

Airband/Dance Guild/
Rangela

The three school-sponsored, student organization performance extravaganzas of the year. Two happen once (Airband in February and Rangela in the spring), one happens twice (since Guild in fall and spring). One encourages diversity (Rangela); one was once underdog (Airband) and one is produced by the largest student organization on campus (Essence Guild). It can be argued that one is about as entertaining as an onion, but that argument would be incorrect, as one is occasion-ally atrocious and two are slickly, expertly produced. We will leave you to determine which is which.

B-Quiv Short for breakfast equivalent. So you’ve got that 21-meal plan and you never drag yourself out of bed for breakfast, huh? There’s no need to waste those meals. Check out Johnny’s around 8-10 p.m. on weeknights and you’ll discover a smorgasbord of breakfast foods for the taking. Swipe your student ID and it counts as a meal used. Late night snacking at its best.

Calvin Crossing/The Tube

These are just two of the terms used to describe the walkway that takes you across the East Beltline to the newfuncing. There’s wireless and season-appropriate temperature regulation for studying and PDA purposes.

Calvin Walk

A stroll about campus with your favorite sweetheart on long-time love. One popular des-ination is the seminary (sem) pond, equipped with nearly se-cluded benches for obvious pur-poses. It is highly possible that a lucky lady may get pearlized during one of these walks (see: pearlring), but mostly, it’s a good excuse to kiss for a while.

Calvin Lock

Campus rules state that a male and female must keep the door open when in a dorm room to-gether. Many choose to flip the lock on the door and then close it, ensuring that the door is open the smallest crack possible. This is it’s equivalent of a sock on the door handle. Do not enter a Calvin locked room without knocking and waiting at least 30 seconds. Campus Safety Building secu-rity and parking lot monitoring squad. They can be summoned by phone or by way of blue safety poles randomly placed around campus. They’ll give you a ride to or from your car or other deserted places around campus late at night, and can open locked build-ings if you’ve got a valid reason.

Canadian Thanksgiving

Calvin hosts a number of Canadian students, who are equally loved and mocked. One benefit they bring is the addition of this holiday, celebrated in October and accompanied by a fancy meal in the dining halls.

Chow Day

Remember Field Day? Here’s your equivalent. It’s a classic dorm vs. dorm day of conflict. Water balloons, relay races, cult-like face painting and photo op-portunities are involved, as are second-year students and dorm leadership waking you up when you’d rather sleep (it’s a Saturday, those jerks), and perhaps an ani-mal sacrifice or two if you’re really lucky.

Cl

The Community John. Each floor has one. Simply put, it’s where you poop. Use it or your suite will smell bad and your roommate will be angry, and you really don’t want that.

See “Jargon,” page 3
Hello, new students, and welcome to Calvin. My name is Richard Chimes, and I am your friendly neighborhood Chimes mascot.

Because it’s traditional for me to write an annual welcome note to new students, I’ve emerged from the dark, dank depths of the Chimes archives in order to write this Quest issue particularly for you: New Calvin students.

First, a little bit about Chimes. Richard, have been here for 31 years now, but that’s not even half as long as the paper that I exist. In fact, if you’re an astute reader, you’ve noticed by now that 31 being the official student newspaper of Calvin College since 1987. In 1907, Theodore Roosevelt was president of the United States. Mark Twain was busy working on “A Horse’s Tale.” Franz Ferdinand had more than seven years left to go as Archduke of Austria-Este. William Spoelhof—named D.H. Muyskens delivered the first pamphlet-sized copy of a publication called Chimes.

Over the course of the year, you will see all sorts of stuff in the pages of this newspaper. While bringing you quality news — both on campus and beyond — doesn’t stop there, either. An important part of Chimes’ mission is to provide the student body — with a place where you can voice your opinions and share your thoughts. (For the record, if something in the paper offends you, don’t just sit there and stew over it. Write about it!) Consequently, it should come as no surprise that Chimes isn’t just newspaper. First and foremost, Chimes is people. It’s a group of college kids, all in their late teens and early twenties, dedicated to Calvin College, our community and each other. It’s a place where for over a century. And somehow, despite all the late nights, sketchy furniture and junk food binges, it’s still here.

That kind of dedication, and that type of person, doesn’t just emerge from nowhere. Much like a cigarette company (but in a far less evil way), Chimes always needs new people, because the people who are already here don’t get to stay for very long. Our staff is made up of a healthy mix of seniors, freshmen and everyone in between. And we definitely have a place for you amongst the jumble of old papers and the piles of racism. So welcome to Calvin, welcome to the Chimes readership. We look forward to seeing you around.

**Chimes **

**Calvin College**

**3201 Burton Street SE**

**Grand Rapids, MI 49546**

**chimes@calvin.edu**

**advertise@calvin.edu**

**Newroom: (616) 526-6578**

**The chapel hosts LOFT every Sunday night. It’s where lots of Dutch kids play bingo while discerning worldviews.**

**The space between the girl’s wing and guy’s wing is the bathroom. So named because it is V-shaped.**

**Worldview**

The way you view the world, a rather self-explanatory term. Often used here in combination with “Christian.”

**Dutch Bingo**

Dutch people are also all related. Playing Dutch Bingo involves naming all of your relatives and close friends until you hit upon one who both you and your conversation partner know. If you are not actually from a Dutch family, naming members of your CRC church is another.

**Creation/Fall/Redemption (CFR)** This is something you will hear more and more as the year progresses, mostly during the month of January. Being the basis of the Christian message, it is fairly self-explanatory. Your DCM instructor will disagree (see: Developing a Christian Mind).

**Developing a Christian Mind**

For short, this course is a mandatory orientation extension that takes up the entire month of January. Have fun. (Note: you can put this off, but it feels a silly to take a class largely populated by freshmen as an itching graduate senior, wouldn’t you agree?)

**DTR (Define the Relationship)**

A good excuse to watch/listen to/read pretty much anything. (see: Developing a Christian Mind).

**Dialogue**

Calvin’s publication, print and/or released online four times a semester. The only publication on campus read by fewer than Chimes (and that’s saying something).

**Discernment**

A good excuse to watch/listen to/read pretty much anything you want for the purpose of being critically shaped. There is an extension of dorm leadership that exists to encourage such activity: The Cultural Discerners, or CDs for short. Led by the legendary Ken Heffner, they have better taste than you. Seriously.

**Dutch**

Students at Calvin are Dutch. Dutch people are tall, have blonde hair and blue eyes, are painfully cheap (ever heard of “going Dutch” on a date?), and are known for their strong work ethic. Their last names start with Van and end with –ma.

**Fish House**

Decent coffee at fair prices served by art majors who think they like better music than you. Sometimes they do, but when they’re playing Maroon 5, they don’t.

**Grilled Cheese Wednesday**

There are grilled cheese sandwiches on Wednesdays without fail. “Nuff said, because who doesn’t love a grilled cheese? Foodies will want to head to Upper House. They have better taste than you. Seriously.

**Gourmet Ginza**

A sarcastically loving name bestowed upon Knollcrest Dining Hall, frequented by Calvin’s northern dorm dwellers. Those who eat at Commons on the south side most often think Knollcrest serves inferior food, and vice versa.

**Hog Coffee**

Over the course of the year, you will see all sorts of stuff in the pages of this newspaper. While bringing you quality news — both on campus and beyond — doesn’t stop there, either. An important part of Chimes’ mission is to provide the student body — with a place where you can voice your opinions and share your thoughts. (For the record, if something in the paper offends you, don’t just sit there and stew over it. Write about it!) Consequently, it should come as no surprise that Chimes isn’t just newspaper. First and foremost, Chimes is people. It’s a group of college kids, all in their late teens and early twenties, dedicated to Calvin College, our community and each other. It’s a place where for over a century. And somehow, despite all the late nights, sketchy furniture and junk food binges, it’s still here.

That kind of dedication, and that type of person, doesn’t just emerge from nowhere. Much like a cigarette company (but in a far less evil way), Chimes always needs new people, because the people who are already here don’t get to stay for very long. Our staff is made up of a healthy mix of seniors, freshmen and everyone in between. And we definitely have a place for you amongst the jumble of old papers and the piles of racism. So welcome to Calvin, welcome to the Chimes readership. We look forward to seeing you around.

**JARGON: your guide to Calvin’s vocab**
Caffeine fix: Grand Rapids abundant with coffee

BY COLLEEN KEELH A&E Editor

With the start of school comes the start of homework and all the chaos it brings. The question of where to study becomes a prominent issue. Many students reading piles upon piles of daunting height. Old studying spots such as the library, Johansen Hall, and Hekman all seem to bequest the inescapable horrors of homework; consequently, the campus just seems impossible.

Fortunately, Grand Rapids is home to many coffee shops that will not only satisfy the need for a change of atmosphere, but also help kick start that motivation to focus on the help of caffeine and sugar.

Biggy Bojo Coffee Address: 2500 E. Beltline Hours Monday - Friday 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. Saturday - Sunday 7 a.m. - 10 a.m. Wi-Fi: Yes Atmosphere: College and local students Distance from Calvin: 0.7 miles

If you like your coffee on the sweeter side or don’t feel like venturing too far from campus, this is the perfect place to escape for a few hours. Though small, this cozy area is an ideal place to put out some papers without feeling secluded from all of society. Coffee is overpriced, but the 7 layer cookies are phenomenally delicious.

The Bitter End Coffee House Address: 752 Fulton Hours: 24/7 Wi-Fi: Yes Atmosphere: Local students, library serious Distance from Calvin: 6.4 miles

This 24-hour coffee shop (one of Grand Rapids’ all-night establishments) is like a God-send when the realization that a paper is due in 10 minutes around the corner sets in. If you’re looking for quiet, library-like space to study, the wooden chairs, tightly squeezed tables and concentrated look on everyone’s face helps set the mood in this always busy location. Filled with regulars and those who work in the night, it is difficult to find a space if not seated before 8 p.m. The business usually lasts until 4 a.m., when the regulars begin to leave, and begins again around 7 a.m. The never-ending cup of coffee, though pricey at $6, is well worth the money. You can stay in there all night to get some hard core studying done.

Go Java Coffee Address: Grand Iron State St S W 120 Hours: Monday - Thursday 6:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday 6:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Closed Sunday. Wi-Fi: Yes Atmosphere: Energetic, moderate students Distance from Calvin: 6.1 miles

Offering tasty items including pastries, soups and yogurt parfaits Go Java Coffee is easy on the wallet and the stomach. This modestly busy spot has a slim seating arrangement, so it is best to just grab a cup and go. Though there are two rooms to choose to sit in, one is for regulars. Wear seating — if layers is only available in the outdoor area, it can get quite warm. The Irish Coffee is delicious, smooth and slightly nutty.

Local Mocha Address: 96 Monroe Center Hours: Monday - Thursday 7 a.m. - 9 p.m. Friday 7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday 8 a.m. - 7 p.m. Wi-Fi: No Atmosphere: Fun, energetic Distance from Calvin: 6.3 miles

Offering everything from breakfast to ice cream as well as a few house specialty coffees, Local Mocha has great service and value. It is also a friendly barista kind to you enetered with jokes, stories or a sincere smile. Sometimes it can be loud and the seating fills quickly at the counter and few tables, but overall a pleasant place.

The Sparrows Coffee Tea and Newsstand Address 1445 Lake Dr SE Hours: Monday - Thursday 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. Wi-Fi: Yes Atmosphere: Local chill Distance from Calvin: 4.2 miles

Offering all the latest lit and art magazines, this coffee, tea and newstand is a local favorite and filled with interesting people. There is ample seating and it is quickly filled by those studying, working or quietly talking. It is a great place to discuss, research or get reading out of the coffee shop atmosphere. The house specialty, Pope Todd is blessed to perfection, not to mention the delicious and sometimes vegan baked goods. Tea lovers rejoice — Sparrows offers everything from teas of all types.

Wealthy Street Bakery Address: 610 Wealthy St SE Hours: Monday - Saturday 6:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. - 10 p.m. Closed Sunday. Wi-Fi: Yes Atmosphere: Posh serious Distance from Calvin: 6.3 miles

The high ceiling, large walls and ample windows give this coffee shop an upscale, modern and cozy feel. Located right in the bust of the city, this place is perfect to come to just enjoy talk with some friends or flip through the pages of a book or a text can be quiet but is always busy. This place is perfect for students looking for some late latte from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. This is a place for coffee snobs — great quality coffee, but not for the novice drinker.

The Sparrows Coffee Tea and Newsstand Address 1035 Wealthy St. SE Hours: Monday - Friday 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Saturday - Sunday 9 a.m. - 10 p.m. Wi-Fi: No Atmosphere: College chill Distance from Calvin: 3.4 miles

A coffee company and shop that makes their coffee, these students find their coffee are perfect, starting with the roasting process and ending with a savory taste, your four something dollar cup of coffee will not be consumed in vain. This coffee shop is more than just a place for passionate for coffee as for the atmosphere. This coffee shop is a unique cup, late art or anything pertaining to coffee, this is the perfect place to go. Coffee is a necessity. It is a perfect place to come if you want to moderately concentrate.

GR-usaule offers variety in size and style of congregations

BY ALLISON SCHEPERS A&E Editor

It is not easy adjusting to the college lifestyle. New school. New home. New responsibilities. The decisions made regarding these new challenges, among others, are extraordinarily formatative. Possibly the last thing a new student wants to add to their plate is the challenge of choosing a church.

However, it is one of the most important.

Perhaps you have gone to the same church all your life. Maybe you had a distinct church-hopping for years. Maybe you don’t have a church family. This may be the first thing you start to ask about a church based on your own individual preferences, and not those of your parents. Upon entering Calvin, the opportunity to find a church that matches your unique set of qualities is a猫咪 key to one’s continued spiritual growth as well as overall adjustment to this new stage.

Fortunately, Grand Rapids is the veritable Jerusalem of the Midwest (fondly called “G-Rusalem” by some). In addition to 37 CRC churches, Grand Rapids houses places of worship for many of other denominations. One can hardly go a single block downtown without passing a church.

Students just starting out a church nearby Calvin may sound appealing. There are numerous churches within walking distance. Church of the Servant is a mid-to-large sized place of worship only a 15-minute walk east on Burton. The services at Church of the Servant are very liturgical and feel very churchily worship. Morning services are held at 8:30 and 11:00 a.m.

Across the street from Church of the Servant is First Church of the Nazarene (10:30). First E-Free is a small, passionate ministry with a family feel.

The Grace Church Calvin students are held in our own town. Woodlawn CRC (9:30) is a mid-sized church with a traditional feel.

One of the largest churches in the Grand Rapids area is Mars Hill Bible Church (9:00 and 11:00). Known across the country for its emergent theology, it plays host to a variety of church, proportions, and most of all, for influential pastor/author/Key Rob Bell. Bell recently moved to California to pursue other ministry, but Mars Hill enjoys spiritual leader Kent Dobson is soon to replace Dobson. Mars Hill has over 10,000 people attend one of Mars Hill’s services to hear contemporary music and thought provoking messages.

Ada Bible Church (9:15 and 11:00) is a non-denominational church with over 6,000 members and three campuses. Ada offers a contemporary and informal worship style with dynamic preaching.

One of the most architecturally prominent churches in town is LaGrave Avenue CRC (8:45 and 11:00). Over 1,500 members attend LaGrave each Sunday to experience a church with a traditional feel, as well as a few house specialty coffee bars have a friendly and cozy feel. Kava House is a uniquely modern and ample windows give this coffee shop a uniquely modern and cozy feel. Located right in the bust of the city, this place is perfect to come to just enjoy talk with some friends or flip through the pages of a book or a text can be quiet but is always busy. This place is perfect for students looking for some late latte from 10 a.m. to 10 pm. This is a place for coffee snobs — great quality coffee, but not for the novice drinker.

The Sparrows Coffee Tea and Newsstand is a morning and afternoon study hub, and with a carrot and cupcake you can’t go wrong.

West Coast Coffee Address: 632 Wealthy Hours: Monday - Thursday 6:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wi-Fi: No Atmosphere: Local Distance from Calvin: 4.8 miles

A coffee company and shop that makes their coffee, these students find their coffee are perfect, starting with the roasting process and ending with a savory taste, your four something dollar cup of coffee will not be consumed in vain. This coffee shop is more than just a place for passionate for coffee as for the atmosphere. This coffee shop is a uniquely cup, late art or anything pertaining to coffee, this is the perfect place to go. Coffee is a necessity. It is a perfect place to come if you want to moderately concentrate.

ROWSTER Address: 632 Wealthy Hours: Monday - Thursday 6:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Wi-Fi: No Atmosphere: Local Distance from Calvin: 4.8 miles

A coffee company and shop that makes their coffee, these students find their coffee are perfect, starting with the roasting process and ending with a savory taste, your four something dollar cup of coffee will not be consumed in vain. This coffee shop is more than just a place for passionate for coffee as for the atmosphere. This coffee shop is a uniquely cup, late art or anything pertaining to coffee, this is the perfect place to go. Coffee is a necessity. It is a perfect place to come if you want to moderately concentrate.

It is not easy adjusting to the college lifestyle. New school. New home. New responsibilities. The decisions made regarding these new challenges, among others, are extraordinarily formativ...
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**Fall sports preview: Knights prepare for a winning season**

### Men's Cross Country

**Outlook:** The men's cross country team will be returning some strong athletes this year and will be a force to be reckoned with. Expect a better performance this year. Last year they were able to return and with the Great Lakes Regional. This year, once again, Hopkin will be the team's top runner. Coach Mark Recker is confident that they will contend for the league title in the fall and, and we have our sights set on qualifying for the MIAA national tournament in the spring.

**Key Returners:**
- Ben Kuiper (Sr.)
- Mark Allen (Jr.)
- Jared Rushlauf

**Key Losses:**
- Joe Broekhuizen (Sr.)
- Ben Kuiper (Sr.)
- Key Returners:
  - Elise Doezema (Sr.)
  - Carla Canto (Jr.)

**Schedule:**
- Sep. 7/8 at Olivet Invitational (Medalist GC)
- Sep. 22 at MIAA Tournament #1 (Bedford Valley CC) - hosted by Calvin
- Sep. 28/29 @ Alma (Pine River CC)
- Oct. 5 @ Calvin (Watermark CC)
- Oct. 9 @ Albion (The Medalist GC)

### Women's Cross Country

**Outlook:** The women's cross country team will be lead by senior Alyssa Pimentel and junior Nicole Michmerhuizen. In the pre-season rankings, they are ranked 10th in the nation. After losing a few key players from last year, our underclassmen are ready to show what they can do. Our team looks to improve this year and will be among the top teams in the league.

**Key Returners:**
- Juliette Boekema (Sr.)
- Sydney Peck (Sr.)
- Key Losses:
- Kaitlin Diemer (Sr.)
- Eva Kort (Sr.)
- Samantha Westove

**Schedule:**
- Sep. 8 Knight Invitational at Calvin College
- Sep. 21 MIAA Jamboree @ Calvin College
- Oct. 13 @ UW-Oshkosh Invitational

### Men's Golf

**Outlook:** “We are excited to start this year with a mix of veterans and new players. Ben Kuiper is returning for his senior season after earning league honors last year. We have been working on building the team and expect it to become stronger this year.” – Coach Mark Recker

**Key Returners:**
- Elise Doezema (Sr.)
- Carla Canto (Jr.)

**Key Losses:**
- Rachel Whitaker (Sr.)
- Carla Canto (Jr.)

**Schedule:**
- Sep. 7 vs. Olivet (Pine River CC)
- Sep. 5 vs. Hope (Bedford Valley CC)
- Oct. 6 vs. Kalamazoo
- Oct. 24 vs. Kalamazoo
- Oct. 27 MIAA Invitational (Bedford Valley CC) - Battle Creek, MI
- Oct. 13 MIAA Tournament (Bedford Valley CC) - Battle Creek, MI

### Women's Golf

**Outlook:** “The Calvin College women's golf team is looking to build on the 2011-12 season that saw a number of school and individual scoring records established. Calvin's return to conference play begins in mid-September.” – Coach Jerry Bergma

**Key Returners:**
- Elise Doezema (Sr.)
- Key Losses:
- Ben Kuiper (Sr.)
- Mark Allen (Jr.)
- Zach Willis (Sr.)

**Schedule:**
- Aug. 31 vs. Robert Morris - SpringField
- Sep. 21 MIAA Jamboree @ Calvin College
- Oct. 13 @ UW-Oshkosh Invitational

### Men's Soccer

**Outlook:** “I sense the team is eager to compete this year. There are quite a number of new faces that will be helping to elevate our play and provide the kind of support and performance our returning players strive for.” – Coach Mark Recker

**Key Returners:**
- Liz Carlin (Sr.)
- Kelly Koets (Jr.)
- Samantha Carter (Sr.)

**Key Losses:**
- Francesca Smith (Sr.)
- Brittany Hefner (Jr.)

**Schedule:**
- Sep. 20 vs. St. Mary's
- Oct. 26 @ Saint Mary's
- Oct. 27 vs. Kalamazoo
- Oct. 27 MIAA Tournament Semifinals
- Oct. 29 MIAA Tournament
- Nov. 3 MIAA Tournament

### Women's Soccer

**Outlook:** “We are excited to be back out on the court. After losing a few key players from last year, our underclassmen are ready to show what they can do. The team is looking to improve every second, minute and hour for the upcoming season. We expect each of the women in this program to become stronger Christian women, better friends, and better students.” – Coach Amber Warners

**Key Returners:**
- Julia Hillbrands (Sr.)
- Jen Pflugmayer (Sr.)
- Kelly Goudon (Sr.)
- Lizzie Kamp (Sr.)
- Megan Rietema (Jr.)

**Key Losses:**
- Erin VanderPlas
- Renee DeHaan

**Schedule:**
- Aug. 31 vs. Creighton - Tournament @ Capital University
- Sep. 7 vs. Hope (Bedford Valley CC) - Battle Creek, MI
- Oct. 13 vs. Hope (Bedford Valley CC) - Battle Creek, MI

### Women's Volleyball

**Outlook:** “We are excited to see the return of our key players from last season. Our underclassmen are ready to show what they can do. The team is looking to improve every second, minute and hour for the upcoming season. We expect each of the women in this program to become stronger Christian women, better friends, and better students.” – Coach Amber Warners

**Key Returners:**
- Lizzy Vannette (So.)
- Christine Hartley (Sr.)
- Alyssa Penning (Sr.)

**Key Losses:**
- Valarie Sherlock (Jr.)
- Key Returners:
- Key Losses:
Welcome to the Etc. section.

Aside from providing your weekly puzzle fix and distracting you during your Friday classes, Etc. aims to be an entertaining source for hilarious professor quotes, tacky jokes, important announcements, and anything else that might amuse you.

If you’re interested in submitting content, particularly those juicy prof quotes, send it to chimes@calvin.edu.

Public tickets for the fun concert will be available for purchase on Friday, Sept. 7, and will be $28 per person. As many as 10 public tickets may be bought in one purchase. Tickets are going to sell quickly, so our word of advice to you is: don’t wait.
PASSPORT NiteLife
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